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VOCABULARY 

 

 

 

ACT I 

 

Page 3 : Boucher (François)   French painter;  

       pastoral and mythological scenes 

  faintly     hardly, in the distance 

  Watteau (Antoine)   French painter; ‘Fêtes Galantes’ 

  tedious     boring 

Page 4 : trivial     superficial 

  languidly    in a slow and vigourless way  

  it becomes us    it suits us, it looks good on us 

  bow     ‘courbette’ 

  the riband and star of the Garter ‘Ordre de la Jarretière’ (oldest surviving 

       order of Chivalry in the world) 

  the Whigs    aristocratic party (‘les perruques’) 

  Lawrence (Thomas)   English painter of portraits  

  blossom    delicacy of a flower 

  Tanagra statuette   female Greek statue made of terracotta 

Page 5 : the Row    riding place in Hyde park, London 

  milliner    hat-maker 

  lace     ‘dentelle’  

Page 6 : heliotope    white flower 

  genially    like a genious 

  fan     used by women to make wind 

  superciliously    contemptuously (when you regard sb 

       as inferior) 

  fame     reputation 

Page 7 : House of Commons   one of two Houses in Parliament  

       (House of Commons and House of Lords) 

  Vandyck (Anthony)   Flemish painter; portraits and landcapes 

  at any rate    in any case   

Page 8 : pray     please    

  acquaintance    somebody one knows 

  to have a recollection   to remember 

Page 9 : broad grin    ‘large grimace’ 

  spectacles    glasses  

  merely     simply 

Page 10 : philantropy    charity organisation 

  to become    (see page 4)  

Page 11 : Corot (Jean-Baptiste)  French painter; poetic landscapes 

  flawless:     impeccable 



  post of vantage   ‘position avantageuse’ 

Page 12 : Boodle’s Club:   London gentlemen’s club 

  to saunter    to wander  

Page 14 : to stand    to bear (‘supporter’)  

  has gone to the dogs   is ruined, is finished 

  to age     to put on age, to grow older 

  to arch     to make an arch 

  to bear     to stand (see same page above) 

  the House    in one of the two Parliament Houses 

       (House of Commons & House of Lords) 

  to account for smt.   to explain smt. 

Page 15 : unendurably    ‘de façon insupportable’ 

Page 16 : dowdy     unfashionable and unattractive person 

  sympathetic    showing compassion towards sb 

Page 17 : diplomatist    diplomat 

  faintness    -> feeling faint, about to drop on the floor 

  to be about to (do)   ‘être sur le point de’ 

  groomed     dressed like a groom, very smart 

Page 18 : dull     boring, not lively 

  the family skeleton   literally: the eldest member in the family 

       metaphorically: a family secret 

  scheme    project, plan 

  shares (Stock Market/Market) ‘actions’ (Bourse) 

  to undertake    ‘entreprendre’ 

  the Suez Canal   canal connecting the Mediterranean Sea 

       to the Red Sea via the Golf of Suez 

Page 19 : commonplace    ordinary 

  swindle    small illegal transaction  

       (‘petite escroquerie’) 

  daring     ‘audacieux’ 

  speculation    same meaning as in French 

  matters     things 

  to subscribe money   to give money 

  what has become of it   what has happened to it 

  the Panama Canal   canal connection the Atlantic Ocean 

       to the Pacific (Central America) 

  to frown    to lower one’s eye eyebrows -> sign of 

       disapproval 

  twilight    end of the day 

  dawn     beginning of the day 

  motions to him   invites him 

Page 20 : to lay (a report)   to present 

  Commissioners   members of a Commission who asked for 

       a report 

  the House    the Parliament (see page 14) 

  in wonder    with astonishment 

  on the ground that   because 

  to be prejudiced   to have prejudices, preconceived ideas 

  to be misinformed   to have false information 



  it makes the world kin  it makes the world agree 

  to lean     to move backwards 

  to disappoint    ‘décevoir’ 

  thoroughly    completely 

Page 21 : drawback    disadvantage, negative point 

  carriage    cart pulled by horses 

  unable     incapable 

  to detain    to retain 

  to lay, laid, laid   here: to build 

  hoarsely    with a unclear voice    

  the House of Commons  one of the two Parliament Houses 

  to pass a bill    to vote, to accept 

  infamous    atrocious 

Page 22 : the edge    ‘le bord’ 

  to make terms    to decide 

  paragon    example  

  seven deadly virtues   ironic allusion to the seven deadly sins !  

       (pride, envy, anger, sloth, lust, gluttony, 

       greed) 

  ninepins    ‘quilles’ 

  to lend charm    to give charm 

  to crush    to destroy 

  to be hounded out   to be chased out 

  in fairness    honestly 

  to spare    ‘épargner’ 

  to owe smt. to smt/sb   ‘devoir qqch à qqch/qqn’  

Page 23 : loathsome    full of hatred 

  to drag sb down   to take sb down  

  the mud and mire   ‘la boue et la fange’ 

  to pen     to write with a pen 

  foulness    ignominy, horror 

  bewildered    amazed, astonished 

  unnerved    angry 

  heaps of    lots of 

  at any rate    in any case 

  suitable    appropriate 

  fairly     honestly 

Pge 24 : settle     solve the question 

  to withdraw    ‘retirer’ 

  to bore     ‘ennuyer’ 

  entertaining    ‘divertissant’ 

  ennobling    that makes noble 

  dull     opposite of ‘lively’ 

Pge 25 : jaded     ‘blasé’ 

  unbecoming    unsuitable 

  I dare say    I’m sure 

Page 26 : improving    making people better 

  brooch     piece of jewellery (‘broche’) 

 



 

Page 27 :  eagerly     greedily and impatiently 

  taken aback    taken by surprise 

  to bid goodbye, good night, etc. to say goodbye, good night, etc. 

  to lure     ‘attirer dans un piège’ 

  to uphold smt    to give one’s support to smt. 

  fraudulent    illegal 

  upright     honest 

  to fancy    to imagine 

  to come to grief   to fail, to have a hard time 

  toils     web (image of a spider) 

  astounding    incredible 

  the Hartlock’s    some people’s name 

  mauve     soapy 

  starting    jumping 

  to taunt    to mock 

Page 29 : to boast    to speak in a pretentious way 

  There are wheels within the wheels It is very complex 

Page 30 : to alter     to change 

  a tainted source   a dirty source 

  to soil sb.    to make sb. impure 

  inheritance    heritage 

  throw not away   don’t throw away 

  beneath (prep)    below 

  unworthy, stained, dishonoured not honourable 

  to worship    adorer 

  at once     immediately 

Page 31 : to drift apart    take separate directions 

  close on twelve   almost midnight 

  base or underhand or dishonourable not honourable 

  you hold it to be   you consider it 

Page 32 : we needs    we in times of need, of misfortune 

  the highest    the highest side of a human being / God 
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ACT II 

 

Page 33 : in the height of fashion  in a very fashionable manner 

  to lounge    to get comfortable 

  to pace     to walk 

  awkward    ‘maladroit’ 

  bald     without any hair 

  pace     walk 

  to find out    to discover 

  the obvious    what is evident 

  to worship    to adore 

  to stir     to stir, to provoke 

  I should like    I would like 

Page 34 : to alter     to change 

  to be worth doing smt.  ‘valoir la peine de faire qqch.’  

  I’m bound to do   I have to do 

  to wrong sb.    ‘faire du tort à qqn.’  

  steadily    with insistence 

  to contemplate doing smt.  to think about doing smt.  

  cane     walking stick super 

  fair     ‘juste, équitable’ 

Page 35 : well-born    born in a good and influential family 

  to wreck    to ruin 

  to shatter    to shake 

  weapons    violent devices such as guns, bombs, etc. 

  to underrate    to underestimate 

  just as well    equally well 

  to be hounded from   to be chased from 

Page 36 : scoundrel    ‘vaurien’ 

  for stupidity    in favour of stupidity 

  fellow-feeling    sort of ‘cousin-feeling’, similar feeling 

  to expound    to expose 

  tapestries … ivories   precious goods 

  shallow creed    superficial principles or beliefs 

Page 37 : to be dazed    to almost feel hynotized 

  the prospect    the idea, the dream 

  to hold out    to give, to offer 

  boundless    without any limits, limitless 

  to sigh     ‘soupirer’ 

  to yield to smt.   ‘succomber à qqch.’ 

  to stake    to play with, to gamble, to risk 



  a throw    ‘un jet, un coup de dé’ 

  to treble    to multiply by three 

Page 38 : remorse    ‘remords’ 

  to disarm    ‘désarmer’ 

  public charities   charity associations 

Page 39:  to make a clean breast…  ‘en sortir blanchi’ 

  Botany     the science that studies plants 

  to be confoundedly fond of money to be extremely attracted by money 

  is in store for me   is waiting for me 

Page 40 : a hollow    a cave, a hole 

  flaw     weak point, weakness  

  to stroll    to walk lighly 

  thoroughly    completely 

  a cipher telegram   a telegram (made of ciphers)  

  becoming    suitable, elegant 

  is it worth while my doing  ‘est-ce que ça vaut la peine que je fasse…’ 

  to wire     to send a telegram 

Page 41 : a hold on    an influence on 

  frocks     women’s dresses 

  to clutch at smt.   to hold on to smt. (‘se raccrocher à’) 

Page 42 : applause    ‘applaudissements’ 

  Factory Acts, Female inspectors… reference to the English suffragettes  

       (beginning of feminism)  

Pge 43 :  to stifle    to stop sb. from breathing   

  conceited    pretentious 

  I would to God   I wish to God (expression =  ‘if only’)  

  to call     to come and visit 

Page 44 : to withdraw    to take back 

  a stain     ‘une tache’ 

  to conceal    to hide 

  unscrupulous    ‘sans scrupules’ 

  soul     ‘âme’ 

  a crag     a cliff, a rock 

  the mire    the mud 

Page 45 : to make allowances   ‘faire la part des choses,  

       faire des concessions’ 

  mourning    ‘le deuil’ 

  at once     immediately 

  if can help it    if I can prevent it, if I can avoid it 

  ravishing    exquisite 

Page 45-46:  unbecoming    unsuitable, not elegant 

  to bring sb. up    ‘élever qqn.’  

Page 47 : to bow      to bend out of politeness 

  repartee    ‘répartie’ 

  dumb     who cannot speak 

  to long to be    to badly, desperately want to be 

  appalling    incredibly horrible 



Page 48 : to interfere    ‘s’en mêler’ 

  bimetallism    see glossary on p. 104   

  to crush    to shut up   

  to bear     to stand (=’supporter’)    

  to rehearse    to pratice (a role)    

Page 49 : to scold    ‘réprimander’   

  nod     sign of the head 

  I’m off     I’m going 

  to stand on one’s head  (literal meaning!)    

  to deserve    ‘mériter’ 

  the Undeserving   the underserving poor 

  treasurer    ‘trésorier’ 

Page 50 :  instances    examples   

  prospect    idea of what the future could be like 

  butler     ‘majordome’ 

  I dare say I lost it   I’m afraid I lost it   

  to scramble and jostle   to move around   

  a shred     a piece of clothing 

Page 51 : the oddest    the strangest   

  The Pump Room   the room for making oneself up  

Page 52 : blow     ‘coup dur’   

  pattern     ‘modèle’   

  to take to do smt.   to start doing smt.    

  improper    going against morality   

  footmen    ‘valet de pied’  

  circuses    plural of ‘circus’   

  unless     ‘à moins que’   

Page 53 : trial     challenge   

  hearth-rug    carpet in front of the fireplace 

  to appeal to    to call   

  Blue Books    see glossary on p. 104 

Page 54 :  a curate    ‘vicaire’ 

  to be honeycombed with  ‘être criblé de, être infesté de  

  occurrence    common event   

  convent    ‘couvent’   

  operatic stage    ‘planches de l’opéra’   

  needlework    ‘travaux d’aiguilles’ 

Page 55 : to prowl    to hang around (‘rôder’)    

Page 56 : acquaintance    the fact of getting to know each other

  contemptuously   with contempt (=’mépris’)  

Page 57 : to bind oneself   to commit oneself 

  the hollow    ‘le creux’  

  like meets like    ‘qui se ressemble s’assemble’ 

  chasm     abyss (=‘gouffre, abîme’) 

  to bind     to link, to attach 

  unfit     not fit, not good enough 

  outstretched    ‘tendu’ 

  to bid     to order, to command 



Page 58 : to start     to jump 

  to bow     to bend out of politeness 

  as though    as if 

  to soil     ‘souiller’ 

  were better    would be better 

  the highest bidder   ‘le plus offrant’ 

  stain     ‘tache’ 

  finer     nicer 

Page 59 : pedestal    ‘piédestal’ 

  clay     ‘terre glaise’ 

  loveless    without love 

  merely     simply 

  its record    ‘son souvenir’ 

  the one witness   the only witness (=’témoin’) 

  to prevent    to stop, to refrain 

  altar     ‘autel’ 

  bewildered    ‘perplexe’    

  to sway    ‘tanguer, se balancer’ 

  blossom    ‘petite branche fleurie’ 

  to fling oneself   to throw oneself 

  to sob     ‘sangloter’  
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ACT III 

 

Page 60 : to term     to describe, to call 

  incommunicable   that doesn’t communicate anything 

  Inverness cape   see glossary on page 105 

  fopperies    extravagant clothes 

  he makes it    he makes fashion 

Page 61: falsehoods    things that are not true 

  the prime of life   the young age, youth  

  to account for    to explain 

  relations    family members 

  cab     taxi (horse-pulled cart)  

Page 62: was to (do)    had to (do)  

  to find out    to discover 

  the Berkshires    people’s name 

  the Bachelors’    the Bachelors’ Club 

  to stand by sb.    to stay with sb.  

  cloak     sort of coat 

  it is worth while   ‘cela vaut la peine’ 

Page 63 : Thank ye    Thank you  

  draught    ‘courant d’air’ 

  good many breezes   a lot of little winds 

  at once     immediately 

Page 64:  to get to smt. by probity  to reach success through honesty 

  on your account   because of you 

  besides     ‘d’ailleurs’ 

  to see it through   to finish with it 

  at all costs    ‘à tout prix’ 

  a sneeze    ‘éternuement’  

  heart-rending    heart-breaking 

  apologetically    in a tone of apology, of one who’s sorry 

  sympathy    ‘sympathie’ (dans le sens de souffrir avec) 

Page 65:  it is a great bore   it is very boring 

  obvious    so easy to guess, so predictable 

  conceited puppy   pretentious baby dog 

  to grumble    ‘grommeler’  

Page 66: am I to wait attendance on you ? do I have to wait on your presence ? 

  Lamia-like    see glossary on page 105 

  thoroughly    completely 

  dreary     dull, sad 

  I don’t care for   I don’t need 

  glaring     that gives light 



Page 67: becoming    nice to look at, fashionable 

  shade     what makes shade on a lamp 

  Wonder    I wonder, I ask myself 

  dowagers    ‘douairière’ (old aristocrat widow) 

  settlement    agreement, contract 

  stroke     from the verb ‘to strike’ 

  horrid     horrible 

  to direct    to ask for, to command 

  hastily     quickly 

  to slip smt.    ‘glisser qqch’ 

  blotting book    ‘carnet de papier buvard’ 

Page 68: they will he perfectly right  they will be perfectly right (misprint) 

  stealthily    ‘à la dérobée’ 

  expostulating    in a tone of protest 

  testily     angrily 

  at stake    ‘en jeu’ 

  plain     common, uninteresting 

  from hearsay    ‘par ouï-dire’ 

Page 69:  put out     disconcerted 

  huckster    ‘colporteur, bonimenteur’ 

  to entrust sb. with smt.  ‘confier qqch à qqn’ 

  I thank heaven…Radley  I hope to God…Radley 

  to betray sb.    to deceive sb.  

  I would to God   I wish to God 

  wire     telegram 

Page 70: to be over    to be finished 

  instead (of)    ‘à la place (de)’  

  thunderingly    amazingly 

  to be parched with thirst  to be very thirsty 

  hock and seltzer   sparkling white wine  

  to give a lecture to sb.   ‘donner une leçon à qqn’ (ici sens figuré) 

  awkward    ‘maladroit’ 

Page 71: to crumble    to fall into pieces 

  rudder     what you use for directing a ship 

  defamed    that has lost one’s good reputation 

  I am of clay    I’m made of clay (=’argile’)  

  pitiless     that doesn’t leave room for any pity 

  stern     serious 

  brutal     cruel (with words)  

  standpoint    point of view 

  God grant it!    May God allow it!  

  ajar     slightly open 

  eaves-dropper    sb. who listens through doors  

Page 73: stainless    without any staint (=’tache’)  

  guiltless    without any guilt (=’culpabilité’)  

  for your sake    for you, for your well-being 

  treacherous    who deceives other people, deceitful 

Page 74: mock curtsey    ‘fausse courtoisie’ 

  wilful     stubborn (=‘têtu’) 



(ACT III) 

 

Page 75:  to throw sb. over   to get rid of sb., to let sb. down 

  conservatory    greenhouse (=‘jardin d’hiver’)  

  gout     ‘goutte’ 

  to make out    to understand 

Page 76:  utterly tedious    completely boring 

  I should make you   I would make you 

Page 77:  the Book of Numbers   see glossary on p. 104 

  attractions    attractive qualities 

  to put down    to suppress 

  to go to the bad   to get bad, to deteriorate 

  unworthy of    ‘indigne de’ 

Page 78:  sneer     sarcasm 

  to surrender    to give up, to abandon 

  the climax    the summit, the top, the highlights 

  to uphold smt.    to stand for smt., to be in favour of smt. 

  loathsome    detestable 

  to desecrate    to soil, to stain 

  closely sealed    well locked 

Page 79:  to spoil    to destroy, to corrupt 

  to taunt    to torture 

  whether    if 

  rudeness    act of being rude, impolite 

  to pin in (brooch)   ‘épingler (broche)’ 

  to clasp (bracelet)   ‘refermer (fermoire d’un bracelet)’  

  last     the last time 

Page 80: suspicion    ‘soupçon’ 

  wretched    poor, miserable 

  to toss     to move from side to side 

  to no purpose    without any purpose, playing with 

  curse     swearword (=’juron’)  

  spring     ‘ressort’ 

  to fetch    to go and get 

  to prosecute    ‘poursuivre en justice’ 

Page 81: awry     not straight, making a face (=’grimace’)  

  at once     immediately 

  to sigh     ‘soupirer’ 

  blotting-book    ‘carnet de papier buvard’ 

  the chance    the opportunity 

Page 82: deceived    ‘trompé’ 

  to stray    to get lost, to wander 

  to thieve    to steal 
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ACT IV 

 

Page 83: running    consecutive 

  proper     real, good 

Page 84: genially    ‘cordialement’ 

  caustically    ‘de façon caustique’ 

  till     until 

  convenience    ‘convenance’ 

  I’d sooner be    I’d prefer to be 

  airily     ‘avec désinvolture’ 

  Canning    see glossary on page 104 

  to uphold    to support 

Pahe 85: roundly    completely 

  statesmen    government people 

  unblemished    pure, stainless 

  lax     not rigid enough 

  thoroughly    completely 

  pluck     courage 

  dull     boring 

  far too (+adj)    much too (+ adj)  

  testily     with irritation 

  affectation    composed attitude, unnatural behaviour 

  prevalent    frequent 

  to propose to sb.   to propose marriage to sb.  

  betting     the betting (=’pari’) tendencies 

Page 86: bonnets    hats (also an image for the head)  

  relapse     ‘rechute’ 

  pertness    impertinence 

  feather     ‘plume (oiseau)’  

  the one person    the only person 

Page 87: as far as he is concerned  concerning him 

  conceited    pretentious 

  to bid (good morning)  to say (good morning)  

  a parting glare    a look that says goodbye 

Page 88: on principle    as a principle 

  rapturously    ‘avec ravissement’ 

  taken aback    surprised 

  sigh     ‘soupir’ 

  conceited ass    pretentious idiot 

  bother Tommy   forget Tommy 

  heaps of    lots of 



 

Page 89: character    reputation / energy, strength 

  bliss     greatest happiness 

  awfully    extremely 

  to nestle    to settle against sb. (comfort + protection)  

  fair     honest 

  fearfully    incredibly 

Page 90: don’t stir    don’t move 

  it is most becoming   it suits you very well 

  conservatory    greenhouse (=‘jardin d’hiver’) 

Page 91: to distress    to alarm 

  to put a construction   has got some planning, is building a plan 

  to conceal    to hide 

  adjoining    next to 

Page 92: to hand    to give 

Page 93: to forward    to send 

  in store    waiting 

Page 94: eagerly     with impatience 

  it is much to surrender  it means abandoning a lot 

Page 95: to lead astray    to divert from ‘the road of reason’ 

  at once     immediately 

  vacant seat    available position, available job 

  to deserve    ‘mériter’ 

Page 96: prejudice    ‘préjugé’ 

  on the brink of (doing)  almost (doing)  

  to grin     to make a big smile 

  finer     nice, better 

  bitterness    ‘amertume’ 

Page 97: to tap     to strike 

  forehead    ‘front’ 

  idiocy     stupidity (almost congenital here)  

  new-fangled names   neologisms 

  grimly     severely 

  she thinks it    she thinks it is 

  loud     ‘fort (son)’  

Page 98: startled     alarmed 

  the former …, the latter…  ‘ce premier…, ce dernier…’ 

  to thrust    to throw 

  the wrong    ‘le tort’ 

  to pull oneself together  ‘se reprendre’ 

  to underlie    to be the basis of 

  counsel    advice 

  failure     noun of ‘to fail’ (=’rater’)  

  to scourge    to whip (=’fouetter’)    

  rod     stick 

  revolves in curves of   is based on 

  to wreck    to ruin 



 

Page 99: to repent    to regret 

  not worthy of    unworthy of (=’indigne de’)  

  to set sb. up too high   to idealize sb. 

  altar     ‘autel (église’)’  

  mire     mud  

  to mar     to destroy 

  to tear up    ‘déchirer’ 

  to spoil    to ruin 

  useless     not useful 

Page 100: to owe     ‘devoir (en général de l’argent)’  

  utterly     completely 

  to deserve    ‘mériter’ 

  nothing whatsoever   nothing at all 

  infamously    in a dishonourable manner 

Page 102: improving    edifying, that teaches you something 

  to go to the dogs (=expression) to die, to be annihilated 

Page 103: I’ll cut you off with a shilling I’ll reduce your wages with a penny 

  rapt in thought    thoughtful 

  merely     simply 

 

    

 


